Network and technology policies

- [Acceptable use policy](https://community.jisc.ac.uk/library/acceptable-use-policy) (guidance [2])
- [Janet Network Connection Policy](https://community.jisc.ac.uk/library/network-and-technology-policies/janet-network-connection-policy)
- [Janet Security Policy](https://community.jisc.ac.uk/library/janet-policies/security-policy)
- [Terms for the provision of the Janet network](https://community.jisc.ac.uk/library/janet-policies/terms-provision-janet-service)
- [Janet Peering Policy](https://community.jisc.ac.uk/library/network-and-technology-policies/janet-peering-policy)

Janet backbone and Janet IP connection – availability and service level commitments [7]

**Guest and Public Network Access to Janet**

[Unfortunately, the URL provided here is not accessible.]

**Network Access for Guests Technical Guide**

[Unfortunately, the URL provided here is not accessible.]

**Case study examples of guest facilities provided by Janet-connected organisations**

[Unfortunately, the URL provided here is not accessible.]

**Using Janet for cyber security research**

[Unfortunately, the URL provided here is not accessible.]

This Network and technology policies page can be reached by using the shortcut [ji.sc/policies](https://community.jisc.ac.uk/library/network-and-technology-policies/using-janet-cyber-security-research) [11]
research